sought attention for online multimedia studies classes, but the same fringe benefit applies to biomedical courses on the web.
A few web teaching sites still use the traditional 'chalk and talk' approach, but fortunately the authors of most sites know the strength of their medium: no online course needs to cover everything. A site can concentrate on its core material but be a virtual text book by providing links that open other books to the right pages, just when you need them, and sometimes show you pictures that move.
The spider started out easy (and still clothed), at Harvard, with a basic Biological Sciences 1 course. Like many online teaching sites, this one was designed to serve students enrolled in the class, but if you can't get to Cambridge next semester, you can still learn something from the online material. The syllabus provides summaries and readings for each lecture topic. The links included in the lab assignments cover topics in biochemistry, cell biology, photosynthesis and genetics including one, the Virtual FlyLab, on Drosophila genetics.
The FlyLab is an outstanding example of an educational site specifically designed for the web. Browder knows how to use links effectively, and is clearly devoted to squeezing everything out of the web in his quest to cover his discipline. He even includes exams from his courses going back to 1992 -with answers.
On his home page, Browder tells visitors: "The rapid pace of change in the field convinced me that a more flexible medium than a textbook was needed to communicate developmental biology. The internet seemed to me to provide a way to change course content dynamically, as opposed to the static format of a textbook."
Like more and more sites, Browder's has incorporated moving images. The Electronic Introduction to Molecular Virology from the University of Wisconsin does too. The site covers basic virology, emerging diseases and AIDS, with print and electronically published material. It also provides moving images like the Flock House Virus seen in striking depth-cued blue color as it rotates through 360°.
One of the classiest online courses is Medical Biochemistry, a product of the Medical Education Group of the University of Kansas Medical Center. The layout and design is so rich you may feel you should be paying to use it. Molecular structures rotate and biochemical reactions play out in animation after you download the necessary software.
Finally, The spider visited a site that illustrates the potential eclipse of the old 'chalk and talk' teaching method. The Biology of Infection and Immunity course is an "experiment in information technology." The online material is straightforward stuff, but there is great emphasis on using web resources, and even a newsgroup for the class. The links are valuable for interested visitors, but the glimpse of the future lies in the requirement that registered students must use the web resources to pass the course; they "will be examined on material acquired from this source." Thus, the answer to the age-old query "Is this going to be on the exam?" is "yes." (But you can still take 'em naked on the web.)
